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Otariidae-Inspired Soft-Robotic Supernumerary
Flippers by Fabric Kirigami and Origami
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Abstract—Wearable robotic devices are receiving rapidly
growing attentions for human-centered scenarios from
medical, rehabilitation, to industrial applications. Supernu-
merary robotic limbs have been widely investigated for the
augmentation of human limb functions, both as fingers
and manipulator arms. Soft robotics offers an alternative
approach to conventional motor-driven robot limbs toward
safer and lighter systems, while pioneering soft supernu-
merary limbs are strongly limited in payload and dexterity
by the soft robotic design approach, as well as the fabri-
cation techniques. In this article, we proposed a wearable
supernumerary soft robot for the human forearm, inspired
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by the fore flippers of otariids (eared seals). A flat flipper de-
sign was adopted, differing from the finger- or arm-shaped
state-of-the-art works, with multiple soft actuators embed-
ded as different joints for manipulation dexterity. The soft
actuators were designed following origami (paper folding)
patterns, reinforced by kirigami (paper cutting) fabrics. With
this new approach, the proposed soft flipper incorporated
eight independent muscles, achieving over 20 times pay-
load to self-weight ratio, while weighing less than 500 g.
The versatility, dexterity, and payload capability were exper-
imentally demonstrated using a fabricated prototype with
proprietary actuation and control. This article demonstrates
the feasibility and unique advantages of origami + kirigami
soft robots as a new approach to strong, dexterous, and yet
safe and lightweight wearable robotic devices.

Index Terms—Actuators, pneumatic systems, robots,
soft robotics.

I. INTRODUCTION

SUPERNUMERARY robotic (SR) devices augment extra
limbs worn by the human user to enhance their manipulation

capability [1], [2], [4], [8], [9], [11]. Various existing works
on SR devices have thoroughly demonstrated the feasibility for
such devices [7], [11], [12], as well as their efficacy in restoring
grasping functions resulting from hand motoring deficiencies
due to trauma, stroke, and neurological injuries [1]. Reported
works in literature augmented one [6], [7], [10], [12], [13]
or multiple [1], [2], [29] extra fingers to the human wearer’s
forearm for supernumerary grasping, with two fingers the vast
majority [3], [4], [5], [15], [16]. Driven by in-situ electric motors
[6], [12], [32], off-board motors with cable-conduit transmission
[9], or soft actuators [7], [15], [17], the contact forces and
self-weight for existing systems could vary across a wide range
from 5.7 to 8.2 N, and from 200 to 750 g [3], [6], [7], [18],
respectively, but mostly sufficient for activities of daily living
(ADL) [10], [14]. However, their mechanisms, rigid, or soft,
added significant weight and bulkiness to the wearer, severely
hindering the forearm’s wearing comfort and reachability, while
constantly presenting notable visual cues. A soft, low-profile,
dexterous, and lightweight approach is therefore desirable, to
provide stealth but task-effective alternative.

Nature provides us with abundant inspirations for robot de-
sign. Otariidae family animals (eared seals) have the most promi-
nent forelimbs (flippers) in the Pinniped clade (see Fig. 1), both
for underwater propulsion, predating, and object holding [20],
[21], [22]. The pair of large, strong, and dexterous fore flippers
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Fig. 1. Inspiration from Otariidae fore flippers for the proposed SSR flippers. The flat profile and dexterity of the fore flippers of Otariidae maximize
the propulsion efficiency in (a) propulsive phase of the aquatic locomotor cycle, and in (b) recovery phase, the flippers can be folded to the torso
to keep streamline; the flippers move accordingly when Otariidae carries out unique activities, such as (c) terrestrial walking, (d) resting, (e) object
handling, and (f) hugging. (g) Radius and ulna of the forearm twist during medial and lateral rotation of the flipper, while keeping a flat cross-sectional
shape; the flipper phalanges enable smooth bending of the distal flipper end for swimming and object handling. Taking inspirations of the forearm and
digits, (h) two actuators are fixed parallelly to form an SSR joint with a flat profile, when one actuator inflated and the other deflated, the joint outputs
abduction or adduction; a piece of non-stretchable fabric constraint is attached to the joint, such that when both actuators inflated simultaneously,
the joint outputs flexion and extension. The fabric constraint is non-stretchable in both in-plane directions but flexible in other directions. (i) Four
SSR joints are stacked sequentially to form an SSR flipper with both eight-DOF dexterous motion and a flat surface. The proposed SSR flippers
are designed to be worn on the human forearm, the abduction and abduction movements are defined in (j); (k) definition of flexion and extension
movements; and (l) SSR flippers can compactly yet comfortably wrap around human forearm.

of otariids is capable of both swimming underwater and ter-
restrial walking, as well as performing various highly dexterous
object-handling circus tricks after training [19], [23], [24]. How-
ever, during swimming or gliding on land, their fore flippers
could be folded beside their torso without hindering streamlin-
ing [20]. This unique combination of strength, dexterity, and
foldability for the Otariidae flippers provides an ideal source of
inspiration for the design of robotic supernumerary limbs in this
article.

In this article, a supernumerary soft robotic (SSR) flipper is
proposed, inspired by Otariidae fore flippers [see Fig. 1(g)],
toward a soft, lightweight, low-profile, and dexterous alternative
to existing solutions. Different from state-of-the-art SR limb
designs, the proposed SSR flipper comprises entirely of soft
components, with kirigami fabric constraints over origami soft
actuators, achieving superior dexterity, strength, light weight,
and foldability. The main contributions are summarized as
follows:

1) Proposed an Otariidae-inspired flat SSR joint design,
achieving two degrees-of-freedom (DOF) bending (flex-
ion and extension) + deflection (adduction and abduc-
tion) deformation using two parallel soft muscles, and
the joint design is stackable with multiple sequential
segments composing the entire flipper.

2) Proposed an origami + kirigami approach in fabricating
the SSR joints, with kirigami fabric constraints acting
over soft origami actuators (SOAs) to predefine the joint
motions. This resulted in the entire structure being soft

and flexible, while the inextensibility of fabrics ensured
sufficient payload capability for ADL.

3) Proposed an Otariidae-inspired SSR flippers system de-
sign with one pair of foldable flippers of eight DOFs.
Design validation by experimental evaluation with an
SSR flippers prototype driven by pneumatic actuation.

The rest of this article is organized as follows. The conceptual
design of the SSR flippers is presented in Section II. Section III
presents the origami and kirigami approach to the SSR joint,
followed by flipper design and implementation in Section IV.
Experimental validations of the actuator, joint, and the flippers
are presented in Section V, and finally, Section VI concludes
this article.

II. CONCEPT OF OTARIIDAE-INSPIRED SSR FLIPPERS

SR devices are used to enhance the human user’s manipula-
tion capability, which should have the following three desired
features.

1) Low profile: The device could be foldable tightly to the
human forearm when not being used, presenting mini-
mum interferences to normal user activities.

2) Lightweight: The entire wearable piece should present
low self-weight for the user to bear.

3) Functional: The SSR should have both the dexterity and
payload to suit ADL.

To achieve the above unique feature list, unconventional ap-
proaches are needed. The fore flippers of Otariidae are flat in
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shape compared to the columnar human fingers or limbs. Com-
pared with other flat shape limbs, such as bird wings, the flippers
of Otariidae possess an advantage in dexterity which enables
the sea lions to accomplish tasks other flat-limb animals cannot.
Its flat profile and dexterity maximize the propulsion efficiency
underwater in the propulsive phase of the aquatic locomotor
cycle [see Fig. 1(a)]. While in the recovery phase [see Fig. 1(b)],
the flippers are closely folded to the torso to obtain streamline
and thus reduce drag [19]. Thanks to the dexterity of the fore
flippers, the Otariidae are able to perform agile and sophisticated
activities such as underwater maneuvers, terrestrial walking and
object handling, and hugging [see Fig. 1(c)–(f)].

SR devices require high dexterity and compactness for daily
use. The flat-shaped flippers of Otariidae provide valuable inspi-
ration to the SSR flipper. Apart from the flat shape and dexterity
of the flipper, the detailed anatomic structure of the Otariidae
flipper also provides design cues. The skeletal model of the fore
flipper and the principle of inspiration is shown in Fig. 1(g). The
forearm section consists of two parallel bones (Radius and Ulna),
enabling twisting of the joint (Medial and Lateral Rotation)
while keeping a flat cross-sectional shape; while the flipper pha-
langes enable smooth bending of the distal flipper end for swim-
ming and object handling. Taking inspirations from the forearm
and digits, we proposed an integrated SSR joint with two DOFs
[see Fig. 1(h)], combining bending and twisting within one joint.

The distal flipper end where the digits reside is covered
with membranes to create a flat and smooth surface, both for
swimming and object handling. Inspired by this, we introduced
a kirigami constraining layer over the origami muscles, both as
flat-shaped motion constraints and an interfacing layer for object
handling. Therefore, we could achieve an SSR design with both
eight-DOF dexterous motion and a flat surface. However, here
we stacked the forearm-and-digit-inspired SSR joint across the
flipper to increase motion range. This is not strictly following
the kinematic structure of the Otariidae flippers.

Each SSR joint includes two parallel SOAs [see Fig.
1(h)].With appropriate constraints, the motion of two actuators
is coupled to generate flexion and abduction in perpendicular
planes. The SSR joint generates flexion or extension when
both actuators extending or contracting simultaneously. It
performs abduction and adduction when actuators deform
antagonistically.

For maximum safety and wearing comfort, the SSR flipper
was designed to be entirely soft, with the structure constructed
only using soft materials, such as fabrics and elastomers. Thus,
the SSR flippers can be wrapped around the user’s forearm
similarly to the foldable flippers on otariids. Compared with
the conventional rigid robotic supernumerary fingers with servo
motors and linkages, the SSR flipper is more compliant and
evenly distributed in a flat profile [1], [3]. They are even more
compliant than existing soft SR fingers [1], [7], [15], by avoiding
all rigid components.

In this paper, an origami + kirigami approach was proposed
to design soft robots with high payloads and yet fully-soft body
structures. High efficiency origami-patterned soft actuators
were used to generate large motion range and high forces at
moderate air pressures, while kirigami fabrics were used to

reinforce the soft actuators to direct the loading forces to their
non-stretchable directions, while the entire assembly remaining
soft on the other, flexible directions of the reinforcing fabrics.

A new “hugging” pattern of object interaction was introduced,
following the flat-shape flippers for the proposed SSR design, in
addition to grasping and pinching. Moreover, with the constrain
effect of the non-stretchable fabric, the hugging pattern can
significantly increase the load capacity. To fully utilize this
advantage, the proposed pair of SSR flippers are to be worn
on the wrist of the user with its shoulder located at the back side
of the human forearm [see Fig. 1(j)–(l)], maximizing the con-
tacting area between the SSR flippers and forearm, improving
interaction reliability.

Finally, to achieve a lower profile for the wearer, the SSR
flippers can wrap around the forearm without overlapping [see
Fig. 1(l)], significantly reducing the overall diameter of the
device when being worn, causing less obstructions in daily use.

III. ORIGAMI + KIRIGAMI APPROACH TO SSR JOINT

In order to achieve a flat shape, light-weight, wearing comfort,
and dexterity, an SSR joint consists of two SOAs, and a Kirigami
fabric strip was proposed with two-DOF movements.

A. Origami Soft Actuator

Powerful, efficient, and programmable movements of SOAs
have been achieved in existing works 28], [30], [31], where
origami mechanisms were used as motion constraints to either
preprogram [30] or reinforce soft robotic actuators [31]. These
actuators assemble at least two components to obtain desired ac-
tuation functions [28], [30], [31]. The complexity in fabrication
hinders the repeatability of actuator’s performance, especially,
in mass production.

To achieve mass-production-ready one-step fabrication of
the actuator, the highly commercialized compliant material and
cost-efficient industrial fabrication process were chosen, which
are Ethylene-Vinyl Acetate Copolymer (EVA) by FORMOSA
and blow molding, respectively, as shown in Fig. 2. The pro-
posed SOA consists of one air-tight internal chamber directly
constructed by the origami mechanism as in [25]. This pattern
is also a variation of the well-known Yoshimura pattern, which
consists of trapezoid facets other than triangles.

The origamic mechanism substantially reduces material
stretch, compared to stretch-based actuation generation in
silicone-rubber soft actuators and, therefore, improves actuation
efficiency. The repetitive trapezoid facets and prismatic layers
lead to simple customization for a desired mechanical property.
A stable linear axial movement is induced by origami-like
folding and unfolding when pressurized within the chamber.

To obtain the optimal design of the origami pattern, variations
of Yoshimura origami patterned tubes were modeled and tested
in the finite element method simulation as shown in Fig. 2(g)–
(k). The simulations were carried out in Abaqus/Standard. The
material of the tubes was set as elastic with Young’s Modulus
30 MPa and Poisson’s ratio 0.3. The element type of the FE
model is Tet. The geometric parameters of the origami patterns
are defined and listed in Tables I and II.
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Fig. 2. Design, simulation, and fabrication of SOA. (a) Parameters of the SOA are defined, (b) cross section of the SOA. The SOA is made by
blow molding; (c) female and (d) male molds for the blow-molding process are shown. (e) SOA is made of EVA material. (f) Maximum elongation
reaches 60 mm when pressurized. (g) Simulations were carried out on the origami pattern, SOA, SOA-1, and SOA-2. (h) SOA pattern extends
significantly longer than the other two when applied the same inner pressure, (i) SOA pattern deforms the largest when subjected to transverse
force in the radial direction. (j) Simulation result shows the longer actuator is more likely to deform when subject to transverse force.

TABLE I
GEOMETRY OF THE SOA

TABLE II
GEOMETRY OF THE ORIGAMI PATTERNS

As shown in Fig. 2(g), the SOA, SOA-1, and SOA-2 are
similar in height and diameter but different in the density of
origami pattern. At the same height, SOA has the highest number
of origami layers, which displayed a larger axial elongation in
Fig. 2(h). The SOA showed the largest transverse deformation
when subjected to radial loading [see Fig. 2(i)].

The SOA, SOA-M, and SOA-L consist of the same origami
pattern while different in axial height. As shown in Fig. 2(j)
and (k), the shortest SOA is considerably more stable under
transverse loading. As a result, the SOA design was chosen to
construct the origami actuator in consideration of both ranges
of motion and stability.

To achieve an easy assembly of the actuator to the supporting
structure, the air inlet was located in the middle of the SOA. Two
base sections at both ends are intended for easy mounting. The
actuator outputs one DOF linear translation along its axis. The
deformation of two origami sections is symmetric to the plane of
symmetry [see Fig. 2(a)] when pressurized inside. The principal
geometry parameters are shown in Table I. The weight of each
SOA is 1.8 g. The SOA extends to a total length of 60 mm when
fully pressurized, contracts to 20 mm when fully depressurized,
with a 40 mm stroke.

An analytical model of the actuator has been derived in [26].
The relationship is given as follows:

F = Fk (β) + Fp (Pm) (1)

where Fp(Pm) is the force induced by the relative pressure in
the chamber Pm. Fk(β) is the force generated by spring-like
deformation β. Fp can be obtained as

Fp = SPm (2)

where S is the effective area of the actuator. The force Fk is
obtained as follows:

Fk = kβ (3)

where k is the equivalent coefficient of elasticity of the SOA.
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B. Kirigami Fabric Constraints

Soft rotary actuators intended for robotic joints have been
studied showing promising perspectives. The rotary elastic
chamber actuator applies elastic bellows into a concise, rigid
rotary joint to output rotary movement with natural compliance
[29]. The soft origamic rotary actuators utilizing 3D-printed
origami chamber to construct a rotary joint with enhanced
strength, servo performance, and impact behavior shaping [27].
However, the movements of such actuators are limited to rota-
tion, hence the bulky volume makes them inapplicable in our
case.

The use of patterned fabrics, origami structures, and kirigami
techniques to constrain soft robot’s motions and/or toward force
enhancements have been reported by literature. The main ap-
proaches could be summarized by the following:

1) Using patterned surfaces (paper, polymer, or fabrics)
around a soft robotic actuator (constrained or uncon-
strained) to achieve interfacing and surface features, such
as the crawling soft bot presented in [33] and the kirigami-
enhanced soft actuator in [34].

2) Using fabrics to wrap a soft robotic actuator to achieve
motion definition or force enhancement, such as the wear-
able fabric actuators in [35]. To generate angular elonga-
tion from the origami extension actuators, an approach
utilizes the paper–elastomer strip to partially constrain
the local expansion of the pleats was proposed in [28].

3) Origami soft robots where the folded origami structures
served as motion constraints themselves, as surveyed by
[36].

Different from the existing works, in this article, we de-
liberately separated individual actuator motion constraints (by
origami) from the over-all SSR flipper motion constraints (by
kirigami). By doing this, we could use a single design of SOAs,
mass-produced using industrial fabrication techniques, and com-
pose various, dexterous SSR robotic devices by changing the
kirigami patterns.

The bellow actuators are similar to the proposed origami
actuator in terms of the range of motion and mass-production
capability. FE simulations were carried out in Abaqus to dif-
ferentiate the characteristics of the bellow and SOA actuators.
The geometric parameters of both actuators are listed in Tables
I and II. The simulation results are presented in Fig. 3(a)–(d).
The bellow actuator outputs larger elongation when pressurized
than the SOA actuator, while the SOA actuator deforms less
than the bellow actuator when subjected to radial force. Thus, in
constructing the SSR flippers, the SOA actuators were chosen
to enhance the stability of the system.

In this article, intended for the wearable SSR flippers, the non-
stretchable Nylon fabric strip is utilized to constrain the linear
axial movement of the SOA. By applying EVA adhesives (from
glue gun) on the bonding areas between the fabric and actuator
[see Fig. 3(e)], the local elongation of SOA was limited. Thus,
the linear movement of the actuator is constrained by the fabric,
the resultant angular-elongation is obtained. When pressurized,
two end faces of the actuator rotate relatively. It is noteworthy
that the side facets of the SOA, including the Base, Inlet, and

Fig. 3. Comparison between the origami patterned actuator and the
conventional bellow actuator were carried out in simulation. (a) When
pressurized simultaneously, the bellow actuator outputs larger axial
elongation than the SOA actuator; the pressure and elongation rela-
tionship is shown in (b). (c) When subjected to transverse force in the
radial direction, the SOA actuator showed superior stability, i.e., smaller
deformation caused by the transverse force than the bellow actuator
(d). (e) Nylon strip was glued to the end faces and side of SOA with
EVA adhesive, the glued areas are marked; the constrained SOA (f)
contracted to its minimum length when depressurized and (g) angular
elongation up to 90° when pressurized.

Origami sections, should be fixed to the Nylon strip to avoid
buckling of the actuator. By controlling the length of the stripe,
the bending movement of the actuator can be customized [28].
The relationship between the torque T , the pressure Pm, and the
output rotation angle θ can be described as follows [27]:

T = −krθ + SrPm (4)

where kr is the rotational stiffness of the actuator after constrain,
the Sr is the rotational effective area, which can be obtained
from the characteristic experiment on the constrained actuator.
The constrained SOA could bend up to 90°.

To fully eliminating rigid parts and creating a comfortable
wearing experience, the nylon fabric strip is further implemented
as the structure of the SSR flipper. The flexible fabrics are easy
to fold and bonded into end panels (see Fig. 3).

Two parallel SOAs are mounted on the fabric panels by
fixing the end faces using EVA adhesive. The fabric panels
work as links that couple the movements of two SOAs. A
fabric strip connecting two end panels can be added to obtain
flexion. However, the in-plane non-stretchable characteristic of
the Nylon fabric hinders the abduction, if the width of the strip is
uniform. To achieve two DOF movement, the constrain strip is
cut with a kirigami pattern shown in Fig. 4(a). Naturally, a piece
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Fig. 4. Design of kirigami patterned Nylon strip and the realization of
the joint. (a) Design and parameter of the kirigami strip; (b) belly side
and (c) back side of the joint design; the joint was fabricated by (d) first
assembling two SOAs with pneumatic fittings, (e) and then attaching the
Nylon fabric structure to the SOA assembly, with the glued area marked.
The two DOF movements of the SSR joint were displayed: abduction
movement is defined in (f) and displayed in (g); flexion movement from
(h) fully contract state to (i) 90 degree output. (j) Range of the motions
was tested and measured.

of continuous Nylon strip with a kirigami pattern can construct
the end panels and the constraint by folding and bonding.

C. Integrated SSR Joint Design

An SSR joint consists of two SOAs and a continuous kirigami
fabric strip were proposed. The end panels and the kirigami
constrain strip couples the linear movements of two SOAs into
two-DOF movements (flexion and abduction).

Two SOAs were parallel placed with end faces glued to two
end panels, respectively. Each end panel was made by folding,
stocking, bonding six layers of Nylon fabric with EVA adhesive.
The red- and blue-dashed lines in Fig. 4(a) indicate the locations
of the 180° and −180° folds, respectively. The yellow-dashed
lines indicate the locations of 90° folds that connecting the
kirigami cut and the end panels. Square windows were cut out
from the strip to form the passage for the pneumatic tubes.
The kirigami patterned fabric was attached to the SOA at the
belly-side of the joint, connecting two end panels [see Fig. 4(b)].

The geometry parameters of the kirigami patterned strip are
defined in Fig. 4(a) and listed in Table III. The design of the joint

TABLE III
GEOMETRY OF THE KIRIGAMI FABRICS

is shown in Fig. 4(b) and (c). The joint was fabricated as shown
in Fig. 4(d) and (e). The glued areas between the fabric and the
SOAs are shown in Fig. 4(e). To achieve the desired constraint
effect, in the middle of the SSR joint, the fabric is glued to
the inlets [see Fig. 4(d)] of the SOAs. The working principle
of the SSR joint is similar to a differential mechanism. When
two SOAs deform in opposite directions, the joint performs
abduction as shown in Fig. 4(g). When two SOAs deforms in
the same direction, the joint performs flexion, see Fig. 4(h) and
(i). The relationship between the parameters is as follows:

We = Dc +
De

tan αs

2

(5)

where the distance between two end panels De = 30 mm. De

gives SOA 10 mm to elongate from its fully depressurized length
Hmin = 20 mm without being constrained by the kirigami
strip. Therefore, the joint can perform abduction independent
of the flexion if the SOA deform within the length range
H ∈ [Hmin, De]. The independent abduction angle θa can be
obtained as follows:

sin
θa
2

=
H2 −H1

2Da
tag6

where θa is related to the distance between two SOA axes Da,
and the current lengths of actuatorsH1 andH2. According to (6),
when the lengths of the actuator H1 = H2 , the abduction angle
θa = 0, i.e., there is no abduction. Thus, when H1 = H2 >
De, the joint performs flexion; when H1 = H2 ≤ De, the joint
performs linear elongation; when H1 �= H2 and H1 > De or
H2 > De, the joint performs coupled bending.

IV. SSR FLIPPER DESIGN AND FABRICATION

A. Proposed SSR Flipper Design

A SSR flipper, consisting of four SSR joints, was proposed as
shown in Fig. 5. The geometric parameters are listed in Table III.
The joints are consecutively connected by sharing the end panels.
Thus, the constrain fabric for the flipper was designed as a
continuous strip with kirigami pattern by combining the joint
strip design, as shown in Fig. 5(a). The fold lines are indicated
by dashed lines similar to the joint. The square windows route
pneumatic fittings and tubes inside the flipper. The locations
of the windows in each end panel are placed close to the
belly-side of the flipper, to minimizing the bending deformation
of the tubes, hence the resistance induced by the deformation.
A semicircle tip was added to the distal end of the flipper for
improving grasp performance.
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Fig. 5. Design and realization of the SSR flippers. (a) Design of the
kirigami strip; (b) prepared Nylon strip; (c) end panels were folded and
bonded from the strip; (d) design, fabrication, and wrap of the flipper,
each of the LD, RD, LP, RP actuators represent two adjacent synchro-
nized SOAs sharing the same fluid channel; (e) flexion and abduction
motions of the flipper with and without the PET fabric wrap, (f) 3D model
of the proposed SSR flippers. The angle of the base αb controls (g) the
width of the opening, which in this design reached 23 mm when fully
deployed. The grasping movements are demonstrated: (h) the wrap and
(i) the hug. The (j) bending and (k) twist ranges of the SSR flipper were
tested and measured.

B. Fabrication of the SSR Flippers

First, the fabric strip for one flipper was prepared according
to the design as shown in Fig. 5(a)–(d). The length of the
kirigami strip is 720 mm, other parameters were the same as the
joint. The end panels were folded from the strip following the
corresponding lines in the design, and the folded layers were
bonded by EVA adhesive. Pneumatic fittings and soft tubes
were installed on the actuators. Then, the ends of actuators
were glued on the end panels with the tubes routing through
the windows. Afterward, the kirigami cut strips were attached.
Elastic polyethylene terephthalate (PET) fabrics were wrapped
around the flippers to enhance wearing comfort. At the belly of
the flipper, soft ridges made of EVA were added at the edges of
end panels to increase friction. The fabricated flipper prototype
is 205 mm in length and 69 mm in width.

In each flipper, there are eight SOAs arranged in two rows
as shown in Fig. 5(d). There are four independent fluid chan-
nels. Each channel connects to two adjacent actuators, i.e., the
movements are synchronized, each of the LD (Left Distal, SOA
6 and 8), RD (Right Distal, SOA 5 and 7), LP (Left Proximal,
SOA 2 and 4), RP (Right Proximal, SOA 1 and 3) actuators rep-
resents two adjacent synchronized SOAs sharing the same fluid
channel. The LD and RD actuators form an independent joint
with two DOF movement; the LP and RP constitute the second
independent joint. Thus, a flipper consists of two independent

Fig. 6. Actuation and control of the proposed SSR flippers. (a) Control
scheme with a cascaded controller structure, while a high-level controller
regulates the desired pressure for each actuator, and each actuator
controlled by a low-level pressure controller with sensory feedback [34];
(b) actuation system of the proposed flippers, with a compression pump
and a vacuum pump driving multiple solenoid valves to supply pressure
to the SOAs, controlled by the microcontroller complemented by joy-
stick and switch overrides. The dimensions of the actuation system are
24 cm∗23 cm∗6 cm, the weight is 1.76 kg.

joints and outputs found DOF. The basic motions of the flipper
are demonstrated in Fig. 5(e).

Two flippers were assembled on a base that was fixed at the
back-hand side of a wristband. In total, the SSR flippers have
eight DOF. The tilt angleαb [see Fig. 5(f)] of the base controls the
opening angle of the flippers. In this prototype, angle αb = 60◦,
the opening width reached up to 230 mm when the flippers fully
extended. When worn on the wrist of the user, the base of the
flippers located at the back side of the forearm with the flipper
handling objects close to the palm.

C. Actuation and Control

The proprietary actuation and control system for the proposed
SSR flipper is shown in Fig. 6, which was well documented
in [37]. A cascaded control structure was adopted, with a
posture-control outer loop and several pressure-control inner
loops, each for a soft actuator. The outer loop, controlled by the
high-level controller, used pressure feedback information from
each actuator to obtain the overall device posture estimation
and then compares it with the desired posture mapped from
the different control commands (abduction/adduction, flexion,
and engagement signal). The resultant pressure commands from
the high-level controller were then relayed to the lower-level
controllers, each regulating one SOA accordingly.

The actuation system is shown in Fig. 6(b). Two diaphragm
pumps (Kamoer KVP8, 12V 9W) supply compressed air and
vacuum to the actuators via 16 solenoid miniature pneumatic
valves (OST Solenoid SY3/2NC, 12V 1W). Power was supplied
via an external battery or 12-V DC adaptors. A microcontroller
(Arduino Mega) embeds the control algorithms, with 16 manual
switches and a three-way joystick for manual overriding and
individual actuator control.
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Fig. 7. Tests on the SOA with/without constrain and the SSR joint. (a)
Apparatus for testing single SOA, (b) SOA stiffness test results, applied
force against resulting axial compression displacement, (c) isometric
test result, output force against input air pressure with the SOA fixed at
different lengths (for negative displacements, SOA was pre-compressed
with contact established with the force sensor; for positive displace-
ments, SOA was not in contact with the force sensor until certain de-
formation was generated, hence nonlinearity could be observed at lower
pressures); (d) test setup for investigating the flexions of the constrained
SOA and SSR joint, (e) the inner pressure-output force curves of the
constrained SOA were plotted, (f) the inner pressure-output force curves
of the SSR joint were plotted. (g) Control performance of the system was
tested and plotted.

Each independent joint could be enabled accordingly to per-
form a combination of maneuvers. For example, the LP (Left
Proximal) and RP (Right Proximal) actuators can be enabled
to open the flippers without activating the LD (Left Distal)
and RD (Left Distal) actuators. In addition, the flexion and
abduction movement can be generated by the active joint. Thus,
the maneuvers including hugging, grasping, and pinching can
be realized.

V. EXPERIMENTAL VALIDATIONS

A. Actuator Unit Tests

The test setup is shown in Fig. 7(a). A force sensor with a
measuring range 0–100 N (DYMH-103, 10 kg, Daysensor) is
fixed at the right end of platform. The SOA specimens are placed

inside the cylindrical tunnel allowing it to extend and contract.
The pneumatic fittings connect the SOA, pump and the air pres-
sure sensor (SSCDANN030PAAA5, 206 kPa, Digi-Key). The
friction between the actuator and the tunnel is considered trivial
compared to the output force. One end of the actuator is pressing
a slider that transmit the force to the force sensor while the other
end is limited by the motorized (by a step motor, 6400 steps
per revolutions) cylinder press. A displacement sensor (linear
potentiometer, Miran 100 mm, 0.5 mm resolution) captures the
movement of the cylinder press. In this setup, the air pressure
sensor, location of the cylinder press and the output force are
recorded.

When the pressure of SOA inner chamber equals the ambient
air pressure, linear elastic deformation tests were carried out.
The SOA stiffness test results were plotted in Fig. 7(b), where
the SOA was passively compressed by external forces. The ap-
plied forces were plotted against the resulting axial compression
displacement, the curve was fitted by the model in (3), which
derived the equivalent coefficient of elasticity k = 0.55, hence
the force could be calculated. The model fitted closely to the plot
curve in the elastic section from 0 to 8 N. After 8 N, the origami
folds were completely compressed, the non-linear densification
started.

Limiting the linear deformation of the SOA by fixing the po-
sitions of the cylinder press, the pressure and force relationship
of the SOA isometric test was recorded in Fig. 7(c). The model
in (2) were fitted to the curve with 0 mm linear displacement,
which derived the effective area of the SOA when pressurized
S = 0.3. Therefore, the output force of the SOA generated
by the inner pressure can be calculated. The curves of different
displacements display a parallel distribution, which indicates the
slope (effective area of the SOA) is constant. Disparities between
curves, especially for positive displacements at lower input
pressure levels, were mainly caused by the initial detachment
of the SOA and the force sensor. The SOA will only establish
contact with the force sensor after sufficient elongation, resulting
in the initial nonlinear curve at lower pressures. According to
the plot, the SOA (weighing 1.8 g) could achieve axial output
forces of 16.5 N, reaching over 900-times its own weight.

The constrained SOA were tested as shown in Fig. 7(d). The
test apparatus consists of a revolute press to limit the rotation
angle of the constrained actuator, and a force sensor at the fixed
end. The angle and end limits were used to fix the position
and angle of the free end of the actuator. Relationships of
the inner pressure and output force at different angle locations
were plotted in Fig. 7(e). The maximum output force 20 N is
comparable with the unconstrained SOA (18 N). The constrain
strip regulates the movement of SOA without sacrificing the
performance.

B. SSR Joint Tests

The test setup is shared with the constraint actuator as shown
in Fig. 7(d). Both SOAs of the joint were pressurized simul-
taneously, performing flexion. The pressure, angular positions,
output forces were plotted in Fig. 7(f). The curves displayed
linear behavior when the angular positions were limited. The
parallel distribution indicates that the effective area for the joint
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Fig. 8. Tests on the SSR flippers. (a) Test setup for measuring the
maximum payload capacity of the bare-bone prototype at different orien-
tation, (b) the payload plot indicating the SSR flippers were able to carry
load as 50 times heavy as its self-weight; (c) when worn on human fore-
arm, the flippers can open, close and compactly wrap around the arm,
(d) the flipper were able to perform a combination of abduction/adduction
maneuvers in a folded state, displaying the advantages of the dexterity,
(e) the adaptiveness to daily objects were demonstrated, a new hugging
function was introduced.

is also constant. The maximum output forces are two times of the
single constrained SOA, indicating that the output performance
of two SOAs was integrated without loss.

The pneumatic control performance of the SSR joint were
tested at four different pressure levels, with the force output
results plotted in Fig. 7(g). The result shows that the accuracy
is limited by the response of the pneumatic control loop, while
the repeatability of ±1 N was achieved.

C. SSR Flippers Tests

Experiments on the grasping performance of the SSR flip-
pers were carried out, including the payload capability, pinch-
ing/grasping/hugging motions, and applicability to daily objects.
Fig. 8(a) shows the apparatus for measuring the maximum
payload capability in different orientation of the flippers. The
bare-bone SSR flippers prototype was fixed on the test rig, all
the SOAs were fully pressurized at 150 kPa when grasping the
payload column, which was connected to the pull handle by
non-stretchable threads. In the tests, the flippers overlapped and
wrapped around the column. The pull handle was pulled by

hand. The force sensor (DYMH-103, 20 kg, Daysensor) at the
pull handle recorded the maximum pull forces in corresponding
orientations as plotted in Fig. 8(b).

According to the plot, the maximum payload in the vertical
direction (0°) is 113 N, i.e., the bare-bone prototype, weighed
225 g, is capable of carrying load as 50 times heavy as its self-
weight. This superior payload capacity was achieved by:

1) the non-stretchable Nylon fabrics which can withstand
high tensile load in the in-plane directions;

2) the SOAs that formed the overlapping grasp;
3) the friction and the interlocking effect of the end panels

at the contacting surface of the two flippers.
The maximum payloads measured at the directions from 15°

to 75° are larger than the values from−15° to−75°, respectively.
According to the tests, the area where two flippers overlapping
were more resistant to the payload than the non-overlapping.

The dexterity of the SSR flippers are demonstrated in Fig. 8(c)
and (d). The flippers can compactly wrap around the forearm,
see Fig. 8(c), this function enhances the convenience when worn
in an unstructured environment. The wide opening of the flippers
when fully extended enables the capability to handle objects of
a diversity of sizes. The integrated abduction motions of the
flippers are displayed in Fig. 8(d). The flippers were able to
maneuver in a folded form, this function can be subjected to
applications in tight space.

In addition to the dexterity, soft structure and actuation make
the flippers adaptive to objects of different shapes. In Fig. 8(e),
a variety of daily objects were grasped and picked up by the
flippers. Conventional grasping and pinching function were
demonstrated, for example, a yellow ball and a water bottle were
tightly grasped, a toy dog and a plastic bottle were picked up
by pinching. A new “hugging” pattern of object handling was
demonstrated, namely, a banana was hugged by the flippers.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this article, an SSR flipper design was proposed, inspired by
the fore flippers of eared seals for their strength, dexterity, as well
as flat-shape foldability to maintain streamlining. Differing from
the anatomic structure of seal flippers, the proposed SSR flippers
used origami soft actuators and kirigami fabric reinforcements to
achieve outstanding payload capability during object grasping,
while being compliant and foldable with only flexible and soft
materials.

A prototype SSR flipper was fabricated and tested to validate
the proposed design. For dexterity, the eight-DOF SSR flipper
could perform pinching, grasping, and hugging motions, to adapt
to different object shapes and sizes, while being able to perform
maneuver moves using the two flippers to wrap around the
forearm into a compact profile. For payload, the bare-bone SSR
flippers weighed merely 225 g without any cover or tubing,
while the full set of wearable flippers weighed 460 g with all
connection tubing, capable of more than 113 N payload, that
is over 24:1 payload to self-weight ratio. The object grasping
capabilities and dexterity were demonstrated by a range of
experiments using the fabricated prototype, showing excellent
object adaptability and versatility.
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Future works include developing a portable actuation and con-
trol system; developing advanced control algorithms to explore
the dexterity of multi-DOF flippers; improving the reinforce-
ment mechanisms to reduce manual fabrication; further inves-
tigation on contact layer pattern for improved object grasping
stability; carry out human-wearing tests with the flippers to ex-
plore the daily usage and interaction with user. This article paves
the way to soft wearable robots with balanced strength, dexterity,
and compliance, by mass-produced low-cost actuators.
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